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SUMMARY 
This dissertation is concerned with the theoretical investigation 
of liquid motion in a circular cylindrical container subjected to longi-
tudinal excitation of sinusoidal form. The basic equations are derived 
for an incompressible and nonviscous liquid. The motion of the liquid is 
considered to be irrotational. The container bottom is treated as a thin 
elastic plate, while the dynamic and kinematic conditions of the liquid 
free surface are represented by nonlinear equations. Depending on the 
excitation parameters, the free surface will exhibit a plane surface or 
oscillate with a finite amplitude. The finite amplitude can be a one-half 
subharmonic, harmonic, or superharmonic of the excitation frequency. Both 
one-half subharmonic and harmonic responses have been treated in more de-
tail. It was found that the influence of the elastic bottom upon the 
response of the liquid is more significant as the tank diameter increases. 
Furthermore, as the bottom thickness decreases, the elastic effect is 
more obvious. The liquid height is also a factor affecting the liquid 
response. As the liquid height decreases, the influence of the elastic 
bottom upon the liquid response plays an important role. A comparison of 
the responses of the liquid in a container with an elastic bottom as well 
as a rigid bottom has been made. 
The free surface elevations and the forces and moments due to the 




In the design of large space vehicles, new problem areas have been 
discovered, areas which were of minor importance in smaller vehicles. 
The increase of the length of the space vehicle results in decreasing fre-
quencies while the increase of the diameter of the propellant containers 
yields lower natural frequencies of the liquid. Both trends will influ-
ence the stability of the overall space vehicle considerably. There-
fore, the investigation of propellant sloshing problems has attracted the 
attention of many researchers. 
The dynamic behavior of a liquid in a moving container has been 
extensively investigated by many authors during the last decade. For 
[2] [31 
literature surveys, Abramson and Cooper may be consulted. The 
liquid motion in a longitudinally excited container, however, has been 
less closely examined.. The reason for this may be the fact that for 
smaller vehicles the influence of longitudinally excited propellant slosh-
ing exhibits a minor effect upon the overall vehicle behavior and the 
linear analysis fails to predict the liquid response amplitude for longi-
tudinally forced motion. 
Longitudinal excitations of the container in actual space flight 
may arise from the dynamic coupling between the vehicle structure, engine 
thrust variations, pump dynamics, the pneumatic tank pressure regulation 
system and the feedline dynamics (see Figure l). They form the so called 
POGO-problem. In the light of this problem, the investigation of the 
longitudinal oscillations is particularly important in the case of manned 
launch vehicles because of the possible occurring of the acceleration ef-
fects on astronauts, their vision and manual reactions. 
When a partially filled container is longitudinally excited along 
its axis, the liquid free surface may oscillate with finite amplitude or 
remain a plane, depending on the values of the parameters such as excita-
tion amplitude and forcing frequency. Also the elastic properties of the 
tank walls contribute to this problem. The essential difference between 
longitudinally forced excitations and laterally forced excitations is 
that for certain excitation parameters subharmonic liquid responses exist. 
In I83I, Faraday- made the first experimental study of liquid 
motions in a longitudinally excited container. He noticed that the fre-
quency of the liquid oscillations was only one half that of the excita-
r s 61 
tion. Later, in I868-I87O, Mathiessen ' made the same kind of experi-
mental study. He, however, observed only the harmonic oscillation 
response. The disagreement between the result of Faraday and Mathiessen 
led Lord Rayleigh to make a further series of experiments which agreed 
with the observation of Faraday. Finally he concluded that Mathiessen's 
results were in error. In 195̂ > Benjamin and Ursell made theoretical 
investigations of the stability of the plane free surface when the con-
tainer was subjected to longitudinal excitations. Their linear analysis 
led to the Mathieu equation and predicted that the plane free surface is 
unstable when the frequency of any mode of the free standing wave is one-
half n times the forcing frequency, where n is an integer. Since n can 
be 1, 2, 3> ••• etc., the liquid motion can be one-half subharmonic, 
harmonic, or superharmonic, they suggested that the experimental results 
observed by Faraday, Mathiessen, and Rayleigh may all have been correct. 
Experiments by Benjamin and Ursell confirmed only subharmonic motions. 
r fti 
Utilizing the model of wave motions developed by Penny and Price 
' f 9] 
for the case of free oscillations, Skalak and Yarymovych made the first 
theoretical investigation of the description of the finite amplitude sur-
face motion for an infinitely deep rectangular tank subjected to longi-
tudinal excitations. Apparently agreeing with Benjamin and Ursell, their 
experiments yielded only one-half subharmonic liquid motions. In view of 
the agreement of the nonviscous theory with their experiments, they sug-
gested that damping was of a secondary effect on the one-half subharmonic 
liquid response. 
Using the general method of attack similar to that used by Penny 
and Price, and Skalak and Yarymovych, a nonlinear analytical and experi-
mental study of liquid motions in a longitudinally excited, finite depth, 
rigid circular cylindrical container was investigated by Dodge, Kana, and 
Abramson. Particularly the low-frequency excitation and the corres-
ponding liquid response were emphasized. In their experiments, both one-
half subharmonic and harmonic liquid responses were observed. Furthermore, 
they indicated that the amplitudes of harmonic and superharmonic liquid 
responses are considerably smaller than those of the one-half subharmonic 
response, and they concluded that in reality damping prevented the occur-
rence of the proper haraionic or superharmonic responses. 
Using the tank geometry as a parameter, a nonlinear analytical 
study of the liquid motion in a longitudinally excited cylindrical tank 
of annular sector cross section was carried out by Woodward. In these 
investigations the circular cross section is contained as a special case. 
•k 
For rotating tanks, the linear liquid motion for longitudinal excitation 
was investigated both analytically and experimentally by Skalak and 
Conly.[12] 
In all of these analyses the liquid containers were considered as 
rigid. This assumption is by no means true, since the wall thickness of 
the container is relatively small in comparison with the radius of the 
container. Therefore, the next question that arises is aimed at the in-
fluence of an elastic container bottom upon the response of the liquid. 
The interaction between liquid propellant and elastic structure 
has been studied by many authors. Bhuta and Koval studied the coupled 
free oscillations of liquid in a rigid circular cylindrical container 
with a flexible bottom. In their analyses, the bottom was treated as a 
membrane1 JJ and as a plate. J Taking into account the surface tension 
and low gravity, Siekmann and Chang investigated the coupled free 
oscillations of the liquid in a rigid circular cylindrical tank with a 
r if>~\ 
flexible bottom. Bauer, Hsu, and Wang treated the coupled free os-
cillations of a long, elastic rectangular tank and a cylindrical con-
tainer with elastic walls. The liquid sloshing in an annular cylindrical 
tank with elastic walls and a rigid bottom was also studied by Bauer, 
r i7i 
Siekmann, and Wang. The forced longitudinal oscillations of liquid 
in a rigid circular cylindrical tank with a thin membrane bottom was 
r -i O T 
investigated by Tong and Fung.' 
All analyses concerned with the hydroelastic problem were based on 
linear liquid and elastic equations. For a rigid container, however, the 
behavior of the liquid differs markedly from that predicted by the line-
arized theory. ' Therefore, a nonlinear analysis of liquid motions 
5 
in a circular cylindrical container with elastic bottom and being sub-
jected to longitudinal excitation shall be carried out in the following 
investigation. 
For this reason, the basic equations are derived for incompressible 
and nonviscous liquid. The container bottom is treated as a thin plate, 
while the dynamic and kinematic free surface conditions of the liquid are 
represented by nonlinear equations. The analysis shall be restricted to 
the axisymmetric case and shall present subharmonic and harmonic responses 
of the system, as well as some of the mechanical values, such as liquid 











Figure 1. Schematic Representation of a Simple Space Vehicle 
7 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
A circular cylindrical container with rigid side walls and elastic 
bottom contains a liquid with a free surface. The tank walls are sub-
jected to a longitudinal excitation of sinusoidal form as shown in Fig-
ure 2. The problem is to determine the motion of the liquid as well as 
the liquid elevation, and the liquid force and moment for various values 
of the excitation amplitude Z0 and forcing frequency Q. 
The liquid is assumed to be inviscid and incompressible. In addi-
tion, the motion is considered to be irrotational. The deflection of the 
elastic bottom from static equilibrium is considered small so that the 
linear theory of the plate may be applied. The mean free surface of the 
liquid is assumed to be a plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis. All 
equations are given in a container-fixed coordinate system which has its 
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A circular cylindrical container of radius a as shown in 
Figure 2 is filled to a height H with inviscid and incompressible 
liquid. The container-fixed cylindrical polar coordinate system is 
chosen such that the origin is fixed in the center of the mean free sur-
face, and the positive z-axis is directed upward. The deflection w of 
the elastic bottom is positive in the upward direction. 
Since we consider the motion to be irrotational, the velocity 
vector of a fluid particle can be expressed by the gradient of a velocity 
potential §, i.e., the velocity components u, v, and w are given by 
n _ a i .-L rs$ /> = ! !_ m 
a-^T , v-TJF ^ *r JJ- (i) 
The continuity equation leads to the fact that the velocity poten-
tial § must be a solution of the Laplace equation in the liquid domain, i.e, 
V 2 $ = o /< or 
o < r ^ a (2) 
0 <: 6 4. 2K 
-H+*><2 <c 2 • 
^ n e kinematic conditions at the rigid tank walls and at the liquid 
free surface are 
10 
u = ^ - = o al r = a 0) 
ar 
I M ' ' st sr &r T r33>e d$ dj 
<* y = 2 
where 7](r,6,t) denotes the liquid free surface elevation. 
At the free surface, the dynamic condition (Bernoulli's equation) 
yields (p=0) 
D,(cM<)sf| + (f+Z^)? + i-(v$)2-.0 af*-2 (5) 
where g is the gravitational acceleration, and Z(t) is the longitudi-
nally excited acceleration. 
The kinematic condition at the tank bottom is given by 
V fro ,u\-M.+ $£.** + JL*k *»-$*. = 0 (6) 
a/ 3 = - H + ̂  . 
where w(r,9,t) is the deflection of the elastic bottom, as shown in Figure 
2-
The liquid pressure p on the elastic bottom can be determined from 
Bernoulli's equation as 
f- + i(7$)2] H+w-f.(^Z^)(-H^) 
11 
where p0 denotes the density of the liquid, and H denotes the liquid 
height. 
Since we consider the tank bottom as a thin elastic plate with 
clamped edges, the equation of motion of the bottom is given by 
D v W = -fl 2
2ar 
f + Z(*> + f j = -H + w (8) 
where D is the flexural rigidity of the plate 
p is the mass density of the plate per unit area 
h is the thickness of the plate, and 
p is the liquid pressure. 
The boundary conditions at the elastic bottom are 
w = 0 at r = a 
dr at r = a 
(9) 
(10) 
Substituting equation (7) into equation (8) gives the equation of 
motion of the elastic bottom: 
D'vV t f - - / ^ [ fF+z^ + f j + S dt (ID 
+ -Hv$J" 
3—H+0-
+ /0(? + Ztf>)(-H+tf) 
12 
CHAPTER IV 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
General Case 
By using the method of separation of variables, a solution of the 
Laplace equation (2) satisfying the wall boundary condition (3) is ob-
tained in the form 
oo oo r- , — / , ' f , , COsfl^mnd-
$ = Olji)} + &„«) + Z Z Sinh \JA WmJt) 6fnhXmM (12) 
m»o n-f l 
+/L,<# 3 inn ^mnJr 
C0ShXmnH 
Jm{K^r)cosne 
where aQ0(t), Poo("t), a (t), and 3 (t) are unknown time functions. 
J (\ r) is the Bessel function of the first kind and m order, and 
m mn ' 
(X a) are roots of the derivative of J (\ r) with respect to r, i.e., 
v mn mx mn ' ' 
j'U r) 
nr mn 
= 0 for m = 0, 1, 2, ... n = 1, 2, 3, (13) 
r=a 
The free surface of the liquid is expressed as Fourier-Besse.1 
series 
CO OO 
1 = Z E •a~»(6*'2»U*.»r)cos7ne (ih) 
/D=o n=l 
where the a (t) are unknown time functions. mn 
13 
Substituting $ and T) from equations (12) and (ik) into the dynamic 
and kinematic conditions of the liquid free surface, equations (k) and 
(5), and evaluating z at the free surface z = T], yields for the dynamic 
condition of the liquid free surface the expression 
COs/it^l (15) 
/ *. ~ ^ e O o o a o o e 
J / W A ^ ^ 
(vS/^A^H)^^^^!) A A Ly «;-^^=2i + /? (f)^dlh£s2-\ 
•[^ SiX+ft" ^ M v 
•casnecospe + ̂ npU^)f^^+Bjt)^^- ] 
1 v5//7AA™,H ' Oa^A^H J 
•'( J /^A*,H) Jm(A»,nr)cos7n6= 0 
and for the kinematic condition the expression 
Ik 
0 0 0 0 OD oO 00 o£> 





St'nh Amn ? 
] 
an <t)£ (K~,r)% (\nr) cos me cas pe + -j^mf 
° ^ c Z u 
tf"W Xmn H 
COshAnnt ft ffi Sinh^-mnt 
cashX^W + /U<> ] 
•an(i)Jm(\mnr)Jr{7<.^r)s>nmesinpB 
00 00 






Jm(Km*r) Cosm,e = 0 . 
(16) 
In these expressions one can see that 7] occurs as the argument of 
hyperbolic functions. Since T) itself is a double infinite series, we 
expand sinhX 7], coshX 71 into series of X 71. Hence mn mn mn 
(X 7])3 (X 71>5 
• -uy r\ \ n , mn , mn 
sinhX 7] = \ ^ + — — + — — + 
mn. ran 3! 5! 
(̂  Tl)2 (X 71)4 
1.1 TI -. mn , mn , 
coshX 71 = 1 + 7T,— + n — + 
mn. ' 2! 4! 
(17) 
(18) 
Introducing equation (l4) into equations (17) and (l8), and substituting 
them into equations (15) and (l6) yields for the dynamic condition, 
15 
OO OO 
(19) Z Z o(mn«> + ($ + Z(t>) amw Jm(Amnr) cosme 
+ F ( r e.oiocoicfa,,^,,,—, dM, A»,</i,— &», &»,—,) = ° 
By considering the time functions as parameters, F can be expanded 
into the Fourier-Bessel series, 
OO oO 
F = Z - L tmn (o(oot Oloi, 8ot,°tn, 0ti,"'f & o , ^ > , <&',""> 





nut p- r cosmeJm(Kmnr) de dr 
r4 f2ir 2 
J / rcosmeJm(Kn,nr)dedr 
(21) 
Substituting equation (20) into equation (19)> results in 
o o oo n -n • ' 
Z Z 0C«w,ffi+ ( 9 + '±(i))Clmr!t) + £nCt) Jm(*~rf COSHQ* 0 (22) 
Since the functions J (X r)cosm6 form an orthogonal set, we obtain 
m mn ° ' 
a (t) + (g + Z(t)) a (t) + f (t) = 0 (23) 
mn'. v to v '' mn ' mn v ' 
for all m and n, where the f (t) are nonlinear functions of a , B , 
mnv mn' mn' 
• • 
a , 3 , and a . Similarly the kinematic condition is expressed as 
mn mn7 mn J * 
• » 
+ Gr(r,e>o(6oyotoi,i8oi,o(„tp,l, --- , a*/, # , / , - - - ) = 0 






X X GrcosmeJtoi^nOdedr 
3mn 
J J r cosneJm(\mnr)d9dr 
Thus we obtain 
16 
f S I" amn(t) - \*. (yWA^H)/?^1 X(^nr) cos^ (2̂ ) 
G = E £ &,„ (oU^,/?,,,---, #«,4/r-)XCA„,„r)<w%0 (25) 
(26) 
a ( t ) - X (tanhX H) P ( t ) + g ( t ) = 0 (27) 
mnx ' mrr mn ' mnv y emrr ' v ' ' 
fo r a l l m and n . 
It is of interest to note that in the case of the rigid tank bottom, 
•N J) 
equation (6) yields T~ = 0 at z = -H and then from the velocity poten-
tial (12) one obtains a (t) = (3 (t). In that case, two sets of unknown 
x ' mn '. mnv ' ' 
time functions, ot (t) and a (t), have to be determined from equations 
9 mn • mn " ^ 
(23) and (27). These represent two sets of nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations for a (t) and a (t). In the case of an elastic bottom, how-
^ mn mn ' 
ever, there'are three sets of unknown time functions, a (t), f3 (t), and 7 ' mn " mnv " 
a (t), that have to be determined. In order to solve this problem com-
mn '' * 
17 
pletely, it is obvious that one additional relation (or one set of equa-
tions) has to be derived from the kinematic condition of the bottom 
(equation (6)) with the deflection w as obtained from the equation of 
motion of the elastic bottom. Then three equations for the unknown a (t), 
B (t), and a (t) may be reduced to two equations by writing a (t) in mn " ran J ^ J & mn 
terms of B (t) or B (t) in terms of a (t). 
mn mn mn 
Introducing the velocity potential $ (equation (12)) into equation 
(ll), the equation of motion of the elastic bottom yields 
, 2 „ 2 - . , d2t0-
DV V2^ = -H ffi - (f0H +JZ){f + Z(t)) (28) 
+ 
OO oo 
fa -d^t) H+jifQ + 4-o(irt)l + fe E E 
(&»A\*t& [dmn (t) Ctf/)hmnH - O^fy tanh KnM ] 
+ K»oljt)[ pmn(i) -oCJo] 'JmQ^mnr)C05TJl6 
OO OO 0 6 OO 
+ ^ ( T ) E E E E (J">/>\mnH)(s/nUttH) 
A/„n \ n oimn tt) cot/) \mn[\ - (3mn(t) fan/) Xmn\\ J 
[ o(nw cot/} \n[\ - /g^y^^^H]x7A^r;^(A^r) 
-cos me cos pe + -L .^ . />^ t f ; ctfh^H 
18 
- Pm*® i*nh Â H ][Uf% Ct) Cofh^H 
-p^mfMh\ffH]jm(x^r)Jr(Knr)Jfnmas/nfe 
+ Kmn \n[ pmn<t) ~ Ofiwitf
1;] [ Pfj® - 0lffCt)\ 
s. 
X (Amn r) J, ( A ^ r) aw me cospe > 
where V2 is the Laplace operator V2 = —p- + + —~ —5- . 
dr r dr r 39 
Since the deflection of the plate is considerably smaller than 
that of the liquid free surface, the kinematic condition of the elastic 
bottom may be linearized and written as 
K2(r,9,z,t) = §| - || - 0 at z = -H (29) 
Differentiating equation (29) with respect to time t yields 
a'to- _ a ,a$ x 
at2 - at vaj ; 
0 0 0 0 
3--H 
ZZ Am„(5/>,^A,mnH) (30) 
m=o n>*i 
• [ (L® - olm„(t)]jm (A„„ r) cosme 
After substituting equation (30) into equation (28), the governing 
differential equation of the elastic bottom is given by the expression 
19 
vVt^-^sy^t^ (3i) 
+ Z E CW?Am„H) 
rn=on-l 
A 
(oU<8tt>tf X«>H-/3Jfit*"h^nH) -t-gXmnoUt> 
A,\ 
oo oo oo eo 
(rfWft-oimn<t>) Jm{Amnr)a>sme+&&ZX.ZZ 
(Sinfi Am„H) {Sinh fyfH) A/nnA fflotmntOCOthAumnH 
-(3mft)tcwh\mnH][o(ff(i) Cot/iKftH-Ppftaianhkfftt] 
X(A.nr) J^nr) COSMOcosfe + J_^ 
. [ O^^n <# CO~thXn>n[\ - jSmn W > W Am*H J 
[ofy^flcoth\nH -$fft)ianh A^H] J»(A*,„r)Jf>(\̂ r) 
Sin 7716 Sin p6 + A™ Aff[/SLf0 - o W # ] [ & j $ - o ^ ] ' 
Jm(\mnr)Jr(*nr) cosmo cospe \ 
which can be rewritten in the following form 
vVttf = [-^j—if +zw +**&)+%(&>+?<&$] (32) 
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O C OO 
^AmA^^-^n(i)) + f 
(oL«> Cot/,;u„H -/B^&tanhAvnW) + jjX^olJV 
{$J&-***•&) Jm{Kmnr)cosTne + «(r, e,<x», fa,oi*,p„,—) 
where K is a nonlinear function. We consider the functions of time as 
parameters and expand K into a Foiirier-Bessel ser ies of the form 
OO oo 





n4?JT« r COSMO Jr>(\mnr)d6dr 
J J rcosneJm(\ 
(34) 
Thus equation (32) yields 
VV*> = [ - ^ — ( > +Zf«+^a) + | ( ^ + 1 - ^ » ] (35) 
LL 
D 
f. (o(mn(t) coMAmnH-/3mn(t) tanhAmnH)+^-\^°(K tt> 
(pm„(t) -olmn(t)) + -kmn \ Jm(Amnr) COS MB 
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In what follows we will neglect the gravitational term g in the 
first bracket of equation (35). This means that the deflection of the 
elastic bottom w will be measured from the static equilibrium position. 
In other words, w will be represented as the additional deflection of 
the elastic bottom due to dynamic effect or the excitation of the tank. 
It is to be noted that the only unknown time functions in the 
right hand side of equation (35) are two sets of unknown time functions, 
a (t) and (3 (t), and their derivatives. If w, the deflection of the ran mn ' ' 
elastic bottom, could be found from equation (35) in terms of a (t) and 
0 (t), then the relation between a. (t) and 8 (t) could be determined mn " mn mn 
from the kinematic condition of the elastic bottom (equation (29)) as 
3 (t) - a (t) = 6 (t) (36) 
Kmnv ' imv J mnv ' w J 
where 6 (t) is a dynamic forcing function including the elastic property 
of the tank bottom. 
For practical reasons, only a finite number of terms in the equa-
tions (15) and (16) may be retained for an approximate solution. If the 
th liquid mode under consideration grows from the mn mode (linear theory), 
it is reasonable to assume that ot , 3 , and a . are the predominant 
mn7 mn mn ^ 
amplitudes in the series expansions of $ and T|. 
In what follows we will restrict ourselves to the investigation of 
(the liquid axisymmetric motion. By using the same procedure, the liquid 
motions of anti-symmetric modes in a circular cylindrical container with 
the elastic bottom may be treated in a very similar fashion. 
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Axisymmetric Case 
In the axisymmetric case we have m = 0, thus $, T\, and w are 
independent of the angular coordinate 9. The solution of equation (2) 
is given by 
$ = ot.it)^ + ft tt) + X (s/nh\nH)\o(n(i> —rri- C37) 
/>«/ S/nhXnH 
where J0(\ r) is the Bessel function of first kind and zero order. n 
ao(t), fioM* a (~t), and |3 (t) are unknown time functions, and the 
(X a) are the roots of 
n 
JiU r) 1 n = 0 n = 1, 2, 3, ... (38) 
r=a 
We assume that the liquid free surface is of the form of 
T)(r,t) = X , a (t)j0(\ r) (39) n^ ~ n 
n=i 
where a (t) are unknown time functions which have to be determined later. n 
We substitute $,T| from equations (37) and (39) into the dynamic 
and kinematic conditions of the liquid free surface (equations (k) and 
(5)) and evaluate z at the liquid free surface z = T|. 
The dynamic condition at the liquid free surface yields 
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£L , J • Cosh^nt , i ., Sinh^nl 1 /.nx 
o U ) f + /?(*> + X (<W> AnH)[c*„W J ^ r ^ + A ^ T ^ ^ H J ( 40 ) 
I ao oo p ^ V D S / l / V n v 
•Z(\r,r) + y Z E *«*? M A » H ) ( A n k f H ) o(»«) 5 / ^ A „ H 
n-l £ - 1 
/} ,/, SinhKnt ir . COSh\f1 Shh'Kt'l 1 
+**> c^AnH JH<» ̂ i d r
 + ^ O^A/H J 
•JJ(A.»r;^(A.fr) + T 1 o/>; + 2 ct.t& Z A„ (*/*/> *"H) 
0 = / 
[*-«^f + M>- i^ f ]^ 
oo oo Sinh A.„ £ 
+ Z E K^f (Sinh \nH)(3mh\tH)[dnit) ^ " H 
, /? „ , CoshKnt -)r , ,,, Sinhxf>i COshKfl -i 
+ ^ W « *AA„H J r i t f , 7 » S v r + ^ «w*A,H J 
J.(;urU(A |r)}+(?+Zrt))2 = 0 
and the kinematic condition at the liquid free surface is 
fantt)JA\»r) = oi0m + Z Kn(s/»A*.»H) 







Expanding again in equations (Uo) and (̂ l) sinhX T| and coshX T| 
into power series of X T| 
(O)3 + (XnT|)
B 
sinh^n - xnn + - a , — - | j - + 
C+2) 
(y l ) a + ( X I ) )
4 
cosh\nTl = 1 + — f p - —jij— + (U3) 
and substituting T| from equation (39) into equations {ho) and (^l), one 
obtains the dynamic and kinematic conditions of the liquid free surface, 
the expression 
479 
I <*„«> + (f + zct))an(t> J0(\nr) (hh) 
+ F ( r, <*., fi0> <*„?„—, *0,d,,§„ —> &,,&>,—)
= ° 
F may be expanded into a Fourier-Bessel series 
F = Z f« (*o,°(hfir-->^JoAJ,r-->a>>a*r-)l>(Xnr) (̂ 5) 













dn(t) + ( f + Z<W) &»® + £<« [!(*../•) = 0 (W 
which, due to the orthogonality of the Bessel function is satisfied by 
<*n(t) + (g + Z(t)) an(t) + fn = 0 (hQ) 
for a l l n . The func t ions f ( t ) a re non l inea r funct ions of a , 0 , u , 
nv 7 n* n' n' 
p , and a . Similarly, one obtains for the kinematic condition (equation 
(hi)) 
n = l 
YA an(H - Xn{tanhXnH)/?„«) X(X,r) C*9) 
+ GCr,*.,*,,^,—, 4, «*,—) = 0 
which with the Fourier-Bessel series expansion 




f0 r-6 J0(\nr)dr 
"a" / r J C W ) d r 
(51) 
y i e l d s 
a n ( t ) - Xn(tanhXnH) P n ( t ) + g ^ t ) - 0 (52) 
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To obtain the third set of equations for determination of the 
unknown functions a (t), 3 (t), and a (t), we have to solve the equation 
n ' nv " n ' 
for the axisymmetric motion of the elastic bottom. 
DV2vV = - / • £ § £ - U H + / ^ ) ( Z ( « ) + fA-ujt)H^ (53) 
+ £ (s/n/>\M)[<Jntt>CoffiAnH -p„t)tanhAr,\\]j0{?^r) 
n-l 
ow 
+JP ( T K «<.*<» + 2ot.it) Z A„ (sinh\nU)(B„(t)-Mt))Jc(\r,f) 
nssl 
V 
+ Z Z AnA?(*/V7/>AnH)(5>7>M?HX^ 
o° oo 
<*ftt))J0(\»r)J0(\tr)+Z.Il\nfy(sfoh 
(otjQ Cofh^nW -prtfrfanh \n\\){oLf Coih\fW -fotanhAft) J^r)Jk(\A 
-5.2 -1 -^ 
here Vs = —-§• + - r— i s the Laplace operator for the axisymmetric case. 
By considering the kinematic condition (29), as in the previous 
case, the kinematic condition i s d i f ferent ia ted with respect to time in 
d 2 w 
order to eliminate the value ry^- in equation (53) • Now the r ight hand 
ot 
side of this equation depends only on the velocity potential and is given 
by the expression 
V'W = - (r-"+J4) [zv+<kB(t>] + - g - ^ + J - ^ m 
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0=1 
+ Z (siohAM)j&•. A„(do!) ~4,(«) + £.(aUt>CoffiAM 
where K is a nonlinear function given by 
rr f . ,1 K = f(?ZE(^/^A„H)(v5//)AAfH)j AnAj [o4#)coihKnW (55) 
* w 1 - / 
-p,ft>t*nh A*H] p?<# orffaf H -fya-fanh Af\^JX\nr)Jt Oy) 
+Anfy[j8nfl& -eW)] [ i ^ -^ ] I (Anr ) JT(^ r ) > 
Expanding K into a Fourier-Bessel series 
K - £ *»(<**> fa<**, fa—)J.fa*r) 
n=l 
where 
k = n 
J r KX(^r)c/r 
o 
f rJ0\\nr)dr 
V / / I 
(56) 
(57) 
and substituting it into equation (5^), yields for the equation of motion 
of the elastic plate: 
V2vV=[- (ttt+fit) 
D 




h = t 
& A„ (<*.<W -fi„a)) + "|-(̂ tf» CoHiAM-
- fyt)fan/iA„H) + £-Kdjt)(0ntt)-oUt)) +4* \X(x„r) 
It is to be noted again that the only unknown functions on the 
right hand side of equation (58) are a (t) and 0 (t) as well as their 
derivatives. A solution of equation (58), w(r,t),,is then in terms of 
a (t) and 0 (t) and shall yield with the kinematic condition (29) a rela-
tion between a (t) and 0 (t). For an approximate solution only a finite 
number of terms are retained. In the following analysis, both uncoupled 
fundamental axisymmetric mode and those coupled with the second axisym-
metric mode will be considered. 
The orders of a , 0 , and a are assumed to be 
ir rr" n 
«L = 0(A), % = 0(A
(a)), cn = 0(A
(n)) (59) 
3i = 0(A), 0S = 0(A
(2)), 0 n= 0(A
(n)) 
ai = 0(A), as = 0(A
(2)), an = O ( A ^ ) 
where A is the amplitude corresponding to the first axisymmetric mode of 
the free oscillation (linear). 
From previous studies of rectangular and cylindrical containers, it 
appears that terms at least up to third order must be retained in order to 
determine the finite, steady state amplitude of the liquid response. 
According to the assumption of orders which were made in equation 
29 
(59) and by using the power series expansion of sinh\ T| and cosh\ T|, 
the dynamic and kinematic conditions of the liquid free surface, after 
truncating up to third order, can be written explicitely as follows. 
The dynamic condition is 
[<*,«) + (f + zta) a,<fi]j.M + [ dLztQ (6°) 
(f + ztt))ata>]j.(7^r) • + F = o 
where 
P = A® + 2 " ^ + <Xo®aitt>Jo(W) +cUt)'02tt)X(\2 r) + 7 A* (61) 
•afr)<kft)JfM +A, (/^/iAlH)^^jr
2(A(r/) + [A,(/<W>A,H) 
\ J W ) + AJA2^;^ftfjjr(Alr)J5(A2r) +A* (fonfaflotpfittiaw 
'JJLWtffairY+MttoA^ +^2 (ianh\2\\)<iSt) 
'$(t)J0(K2r) + ̂ oiottyoifmfttfiKf) + j A
2, (-MnhxMffifa 
-J0
2(\r) + X,V(/0*AA,H)(7f<&^ 
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+ \3. (.fan/i^oi^jS^a^X3^^ 
and the kinematic condition is 
[aft)- \i(tinhxs)pxtt)\j.<M) ±[a&)
 m 




•Jo{\r)J,(Xzr) - \^{ianhK^,{t)almJ:o^) + A, aft) 
•<*,# J?( A, r) + ( A, Aj a^o/tflj + A, *. «»«W» «0.Jta rU(^»r) 
•+ K tfahMltfi&flQZfarrfM 
In the above equations {66) and (62), the nonlinear functions F 
and G have to be expanded into Fourier-Bessel series yielding the expres-
sion of the form equations (k5) and (50), of which a third order approxi-
mation may be obtained easily. 
The equation of motion of the elastic bottom is then given by 
V Vtu- = -i&±Z£L[zv> +<*.«>] + £ (Att '+T*» (64) 
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"H t O *• (^i*6 ~ Ate) + o {<*&Colh\H -ffltitanhW) 
fit 
+ ^\<^t)(/3l(t)-o(t(i))\ (5//>M,H)J[Cfc(r) + [ j > A a 
•(«!,«) - &tfj) + - j (Jt(t)CothA3H -p2tt)Unh*-ztt) 
+ -J\,c</0(ft«) -ot«))](4^A*HU(A,r) •+'K 
where 
p 
7A2j(^/^A,H) (fil(t)^o(l(t))Z\^r)^A,^2(s/nhyuH)(smh\3H) (65) 
•( 0 to -dft))(&(t) -oi2(t))JM,r)Z(W) + 7A
2, (sinhKW)\o(fOcoth\W 
-PfiQtanhW)2 Jfar) + A,A2 (jy/?AA,H)(j//jAA,H)(̂ ,«;arMAlH 
-fipianh^W) (ot2#) Cofh A2H - p2(t)ianhX2W)Js (A.D J[(A2r) 
The kinematic condition at the e l a s t i c bottom i s 
atcr £ £ - . = o^0(t; + A„(v5/A)/fA,H)(iS/rt;-^,^)X(A,r) (66) 
+ A,* (5/A7/1A2H) ( & flf) - ofcrt)) Jo (** r) 
To solve equation (6^), "we expand K into Fourier-Bessel series, 
thus giving for the equation of the plate 
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V V t * = 7 r ft® + ?,WJ[(x,t) + ft(t)J.(\.r) (67) 
where 
qo(t).- - « H + j ^ ) [ Z ( f ) + ^ ;(68) 
+ £ (0.1622151) j\] (smh AtH)
2(ftW-ol{tt)f + £ (0.I6225U) 
- -j A2, (sinh\Jt02{U/b Cotf)\tt -px fanh\{ti)
2 
qi(t)'- ? £ M ^ M ) ( A , ( e > - ^ (69) 
-/?,(# )W>A,H) + JJ A, (s/nhAtHHtf^pft) -dffi) +f0 (0.3522303) 
••̂ -X* (JW>/l(H)
2(fl<» - ^ ) * + £ (0.2661404)A,A2N^,H) 
( . J /ZJAA^H^C^I^COM^K-^/^AIH) 1 +JJ(0W*075) 
/ V . M v ^ A , ^ 
•(dtMCothAiW ~t32tt)fafihA2h) 
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qa(tj = fA^SinhK^diti-felt))* (70) 
~/32(t)fan/>A2H) + ^ 2 ( ^ M ? H ) « ( f t « - o ( ^ ) + / , ( W ^ ) 
~ A j (5/o/»A,H)2(^/f)-^))2 + ̂  (0.3019649)?u^2(sinh\M) 
(sfnh\2H)(ptf)-clff)X&<&-(*rf>) -£(0324/766) jr^tynhPiiti)
2' 
(d,tt)CvthAiH -p/t)fanhh\\f+¥0 (0.0824586)^\2 (sir>hAfl)(S'<>h**U) 
• (olft>cot/)X,H -ftQiojnhw){^t)C0H)\2\\ -p2(t)tanh\2W ) 
A solution of equation (67), w(r,t), which is bounded in the region 
dw 
0 ̂  r ̂  a and satisfying boundary conditions w 
given by 
= 0 and ^ 
dr 
r=a 
a 0 iS 
r=a 
^Cr,t) = - ^ - j - | | L ( ^ - r 2 ) 2 +-^(J .(A (r)- lM (7D 
^ - 2 J 
With this result and equation (37)> the kinematic condition yields 
I f (a4- 2«V+ r4)+-|f (£<V) -JKM)) +*f (J.(**D -Jt<M)) (72) 
3h 
Expanding the terms r2 and r4 on the left hand side of equation (72) 
into Fourier-Bessel series of J0(X r) and comparing the coefficients of 
J0(\ r) on both sides yields a set of equations between a„(t) and 3n("fc). 
They are given by 
d0(t) = - ^ [ (0.005208)fo(t) + (0.00/868)ft(t)- {0.000124)$$) ] (73) 
flft)-dLim - 6,® = ^ A H [(0.00/906) jft) +(0.00/2//) f/fl] (74) 
ft(0 -o/^; « &(*> « — ^ - \(0.000W)I® + (ft»?) ?^1 (75) r2 DSinhbJA L J 
where the values of (i^a) = 3.831706O, (\2a) = 7-0155867, J0Uia) = 
-0.402759^, and J0(A2a) = O.3OOII58 have been used. 
For a rigid container bottom (D -• °°) one obtains the values 
Qb(t) = 0, 3i(t) = Q^(t), 32(t) = Qfe(t) as expected. From the above we 
find that the difference of a (t) from 3 (t) is decreasing as n increased. 
n n 
For example, when n = 3> the value 33 (t) - a&(t) ~ 0 indicating that for 
higher modes the effect of an elastic bottom does not appreciably differ 
from that of a rigid bottom. 
The procedure of solving this problem (for axisymmetric case) can 
be summarized as follows: 
(l) The assumed form of $, T] from equations (37) and (39) is sub-
stituted into the dynamic and kinematic conditions of the liquid free sur-
face (equations {kO) and (4l)). 
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(2) In equations (40) and (4l) sinhX T) and coshX 7] are expanded 
into a power series of X T). 
(3) Using the assumed orders of a , [3 , and a in equation (59) > 
terms in equations (40) and (4l) up to third order are truncated. 
(4) Those terms of F, G, and K in equations (6l), (63), and (65) 
are expanded into Fourier-Bessel series of J0(X r), n = 1, 2, 3, ..., re-
spectively. This is valid since the set of functions J0(\ r) forms an 
orthogonal complete set in 0 = r § a. 
(5) In equation (60) all terms of J0(X r) for each n are col-
lected and let the coefficient corresponding to each J0(\ r) be zero, 
from which we obtain a set of simultaneous nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations with undetermined time functions of a (t)., 0 (t), and a (t) as 
shown in equation (48). The same procedure is performed in equation (62) 
to get a set of equations as shown in equation (52). 
(6) According to the assumption of orders which were made in equa-
tion (59) > those terms on the right hand side of equation (58) are trun-
cated up to the third order and try to find a solution from equation (64) 
in terms of a (t) and 0 (t), which satisfies equation (64) as well as the 
boundary conditions w dw = 0 and r— dr r=a 
= 0. 
jr=sa 
(7) The kinematic condition of the elastic bottom is used to find 
the r e l a t ion between 0 ( t ) arid a ( t ) as 0 ( t ) - a ( t ) = 6 ( t ) where 6 ( t ) 
nv nv nv ' nv J nx J nx J 
is some external forcing function involving the elastic property of the 
bottom (plate rigidity). 
(8) The relation of a (t) and 0 (t) is substituted into the kine-
matic and dynamic conditions of the liquid free surface (equations (60) 
and (62)), which after their elimination yield coupled equation for a (t). 
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One nonlinear ordinary differential equation of a^t) is obtained for 
uncoupled axisymmetric liquid motion. Two coupled nonlinear ordinary-
differential equations of &i (t) and a^t) are obtained for coupled axisym-
metric liquid motion. 
(9) After a (t), a (t), and 3 (t) are determined, the velocity po-
tential $, the elevation of the liquid free surface T), the pressure dis-
tribution p, and the liquid force and moment can be obtained without any 
further difficulties. 
In the following we restrict the longitudinal excitation function 
to be 
Z(t) = Z0 cosQt (76) 
where Z0 is the excitation amplitude, and Q is the forcing frequency. 
The range of Z0 is restricted to a small value only. 
Experiments have shown that, when a liquid in a circular cylindri-
cal container is subjected to longitudinal excitations, the free surface 
of the liquid may exhibit a plane surface or it may have a periodic motion 
of finite amplitude depending on the excitation parameters, Z0 and 0 as 
well as the elastic effect of the bottom. Furthermore, the liquid motion 
might be a sub harmonic., harmonic, or superharmonic and can be composed of 
a variety of modes depending on the excitation parameters. In the follow-
ing, two major cases will be considered. First, we assume that the fluid 
motion exhibits no coupling of modes, meaning that all other modes may be 
neglected. In the second case, we assume that coupling is allowed. From 
the dynamics point of view, the first symmetric mode and first antisymmetric 
mode are the most important to the stability of the space vehicles. Especi-
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ally the first symmetric mode is of some detailed interest for the inter-
action problem of pump-, combustion-, feedline-, propellant-, and struc-
tural dynamics. 
Uncoupled Motion (First Symmetric Mode) 
As a first approximation we assume that there is no coupling of 
modes. Then the dynamic condition of the liquid free surface from equa-
tion (k8) with n = 1 
l*i(t) + (g + Z(t)) 'ax(t)} + f! = 0 (77) 
where 
fi (t) = clottHlft) + A, (tanh\tH)otJt)(ifl) + (0.3522803) (78) 
{ \s(tanh^\\)afi)^m + \]otjt)ctttt) Oft) + frt, (fanhwfffi)] 
+(0J76I056) j^(t) t(Q.I37md)X](1anh\tf) UfOPfflCLfh 
^(0.4I38^8)[ \?Ztf®ilft) +A 1
3 (^A,H)o l , ^ f l ^ ] 
The kinematic condition of the l iquid free surface follows from 
equation (52) and for n = 1 i s given by 
( a i ( t ) - X1(tanh\1H) ^ ( t ) } + g l = 0 (79) 
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where 
g! s - (0.3522803) Ti^fi) aft) + (0.1761056)??, aft)oLft) (8°) 
- (0.4/38998) y ̂  (fanh\W)^)afa) 
+ (0./379748)A\(fanhA,H)Cl!(t)/3l(t) 
The above equations (77) and (79) together with equation (7*0 
constitute the system of equations for the determination of the Qf1(t), 
0!(t), and ax(t). 
Combining these equations and neglecting terms of higher than 
third order yields an, equation in terms Ax(t) =
 l * ' of the form 
a 
A ft) + tf (i - y tf cosQ-t) [/\,«) + Q, A'tt) + Q, A3, <w] <81) 
+ Q3A*(t) + Q< Aft) Aft) + QsA^^ftf; +Q«/»*«>/»> 
- (P,Q7Z.Q*) COSMA,® - (ptQ8l.d)sinQtAP) 
= -(axRZ„c 4)c«5Q^ 
where the excitation function has been taken as 
Z = Z0cosftt and X = A^tanhfXxH) 
The coefficients of the nonlinear terms Qx through QQ are listed in 
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Appendix B. They all depend upon the liquid height H and the radius a 
of the tank. The expression 
(»f = X-L g tanhUiH) (82) 
is the square of the linearized natural frequency of the liquid for the 
fundamental axisymmetric mode in a rigid circular cylindrical container. 
Furthermore, P1 is given by 
p = (0.001906)a
3(oQH+p5) m ) 
1 D(sinhXiH) K *J 
and depends on the liquid density, the liquid height, the density of the 
plate, the thickness of the plate, and the stiffness of the bottom. 
It is of interest to note that the nonhomogeneous term appearing on 
the right hand side of equation (8l) is due to the elastic effect of the 
bottom. For the limiting case of the plate rigidity, D -* °°, approaching 
infinity, the value of T1 — 0, exhibiting that the nonhomogeneous term on 
the right hand side of equation (8l) is becoming zero. Equation (8l) 
then coincides with that for the case of a container with a rigid bottom. 
However, in the case of an elastic bottom, the nonhomogeneous term with 
increasing radius becomes more significant, even though the excitation 
amplitude is restricted to a range of small values. 
If equation (8l) is linearized, it yields 
A,® + tf(I ~ f1 Q'casQt)A,t£) - -(aXgltfyasM w 
r 211 which represents a nonhomogeneous Mathieu equation. To investigate 
ho 
the solution of equation (8l), the nonlinear uncoupled one-half subharmonic 
and harmonic liquid responses will be analyzed. 
One-half Subharmonic Response. A solution of equation (8l) may be 
written as s . 
Ax(t) = I sin |0t (85) 




t ! 2 [ t Q , + 202 (^)^r
2+(|Q5 - fQ,)r




From this we conclude that either 
S = 0 
or 
* ' — 
[i-r '+2(f>2r ' + (fia7-4Qs)BZ,a,
2r*] 
[T<3> + 2Q» ( y K f * + (ias - f Q* )r
2 ] 
(88) 
Another approximate solution of equation (8l) can be written as 
Ai(t) = § cos JOt (89) 
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We substitute equation (89) into equation (8l), then the response 
function yields 
[1 -f2- 2(f)u?r2-(8Q7-4Q8)P, 2.0??*] (9°) 
+ 1 [ f Q2-2Q2(^)wfr
2t(|05-fQ,)r
2J = 0 
(91) 
Thus e i ther 
f = 0 
or 
f2 = _ ii-r-2(f)^?2-(86'>-4Qs)ZZ-0}>r4l 
[jrQ>-2Q,(f)a>rr2 + (TQs-TQ<yr2] 
The terms of Px which appear in equations (88) and (91) are due to 
the elastic effect of the bottom. For a rigid bottom these terms vanish. 
Harmonic Response. For the determination of the harmonic response 
an approximate solution of equation (8l) can be presented as 
Ai(t) = Y + ? cosftt (92) 
where § is of the first order and Y is of the second order. 
Substituting equation (92) into equation (8l) and neglecting terms 
of higher than third order yields 






+ [ ia^Qt-ou) + ( f Qf-f flO{f )aJT](r4J 
-[(TQ»Q» -|-^^^(zj(y)w;]("r') 
• •f[-^rQ.(y)wl
2l(r1) + [(a-Q4+i-Q,)(|tK+fl,(|-flj (95) 
-Qe)P,aMlr)+[j(QA-
2aiQ*+a*a>MUti](r6) 





Y = ± / ^ W K * J L ± ^ ^ t f ^ f , ^ , + W-f l')R^^5 [l .v, 
-[|Q, +i(Q3-Q.)(fJ)]l%[|-QJ(^)^f
2] f > 
(98) 
with 
\ 0 ) i / (99) 
If we let the plate rigidity approach infinity, then Px -• 0, and 
^3 
consequently, there will be no constant term in equation (93) > i.e., 
KQ = 0, and equation (93) yields the response equation for the case of 
rigid bottom. 
1 [KQI2 + Kef + KJ = 0 (100) 
From th i s we find that e i ther 
1 = 0 
or 
K G F + Kef2 + %.. = 0 (101) 
Comparison of the results of the elastic bottom (equation (93)) 
with that of the rigid bottom case (equation (101)) shows that, in the 
case of an elastic bottom, a solution yielding a plane free surface does 
not exist in contrast to the liquid response in a container with rigid 
bottom. For the determination of Y from equation (98), the value § has 
to be obtained from equation (93)• Thus the response curve may be pre-
sented in the (fl-T) ) plane. 
Coupled Motion (First and Second Axisymmetric Modes) 
In actual liquid motion all modes come into play and are coupled 
with each other. This also could be observed in the experiments of an 
oscillating liquid. To obtain a theoretically better response of the 
liquid motion, two coupled modes will be considered in the analysis. The 
liquid motion will be considered as a primary mode plus a secondary mode. 
Since we are interested in the lower-frequency region, the first axisym-
44 
met r i c mode w i l l be cons idered as a pr imary mode and the second axisym-
met r i c mode w i l l be a secondary mode. 
The dynamic cond i t ion of t he l i q u i d f ree sur face from equat ion (60) 
with n = 1, 2 i s then given by 
C«i( t ) + (g+Z(t)) a i ( t ) } + fx = 0 (102) 
where 
fx s <k0(t)Cl{t) +Xx(tanhAft)dQ(t)0) + (OJ522803 (103) 
CLft)p{t) + 7ix<*Jt)dLfl)a{t) ^ ^^(fanhKM)
2^)]^ (0.1761056)-^-
-xVfw + (0^66/406)[A,(fanhAM)M)^(t)^A2(fan/)A2H) 
a{t)fo(t) + \tK2 (tanhW)(tan/i\*H)/3ft)/32t6)] + {0.2436875) A,A2 
ol,(t)oi2(t) -t (0J371748) \
3
t {tanhXsW) ol,<t)/3,tQ 80 + (0.4/38918) 
(JA? ( a?rtw,ti) + \* ( / ^ A t H ) ^ ^ ^ , ^ ] 
and 
{ofe(t) + (g+Z(t)J a g ( t ) ] + fa = 0 (104) 
where 
f2 ^ do^)(Z2(^) ^\2(tanh\S)o<ott)/3^)^(0A793i92) (105) 
•[ Kx(tanh\\\)a{t)(Sxm + tfcljt) 01^)0,$) + -̂ A
2, (/a^A.H)^)] 
±5. 
-(0.3241766) yA2,otf# +(0.30l%4 <?)[A,( /^A,H)^«/3,W 
+ A., (tanh*JA)afi)jttt> + A, A* <t<u>h\fl)(tanh\#W>P&\ 
+ (0.0824586) A,\2dtf)d2ti) - (0.0185301 ) A?(fanh\,H) 
• •dt<t)/3,<t)a,(t) + (0.3/56/44)[ J A? al(t)<k{t) +A? 
• ( T ^ / M H M ^ W ^ ] 
The kinematic condition of the liquid free surface from equation 
(62) is -with n = 1, 2 given by 
{ a i ( t ) - ^ ( t anhXiH) P x ( t ) } + g l = 0 (106) 
where 
gi s -(0.3522803)\]oll<t)a,(t) +(o./76/056)\* atf>cl,(() <
1 0 7> 
- (a266/404)[AV,«;^(f; + A j ^ ^ W ] + (0.2436875)\fa 
[ a,d)oi2(t) + a2u)ot,(()] -(ao6897si)^, (fwhw)ptQ
a*® 
and 




 s -(0A713I92)?tlo(ltt)alt6) - (0.324l766)x
2
i dfOolfit) (109) 
~(0.30l<l64(l)[7£%4tt)a2tt) + £2ol2tt) aft)] 
+ (0.0824586)[Kl\2aft)d2tt) + VU^tfMtf ; ] 
-(ai763373)7£x(t(fohKM)Pi®&*\to 
The relation between B (t) and a (t) can be obtained from the kine-
n n 
matic condition of the container bottom, equations (7*0 and (75) as 
ftftj -o/^j = 5,(f) = , [(aooiqo6)fa)+(aoowi)f/*] <110) 
ftCfl - oi2(t) = 52tf) — [(0.000115) ffl + (0.000059) fott)] <
n l> 
QoM, qj.(t), and qg(t) are defined in equations (68), (69), and (70). 
Combining equations (102), (10*0, (106), (108), (110), and (ill) 
and neglecting higher order terms yields two coupled nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations in ax (t) and a^t) with Ai(t) =
 &l ^ ' and As(t) = 
a 
^ ^ ' and the excitation function Z(t) = Zb cosQt we obtain the expres-
a 
sions: 
A, m + 6)f (1 - I*• tfawfl*)[/\,ft + 5, Afffi. + 5,A*>A2tf)
 (112) 
+G3A
3,tt)] +G-4A*(t) + Mr<oA«)+e«Atf)Aitfl + e 7 ^ ) A w 
*7 
+ GeAfiA&)+G,At&A#) +G0 A,tf) Ah + G,P, 2. tfcosotAft) 
1-G« P,Ze a
3 s/nCit Aft = -(aXP,Z.tf)CosM 
A>) +u>l(\ - ^tfcosat )[A,<£) +H, A A # ] + M f a (113) 
+ M,M<*> +M.A«« + M?tf)A«) + Ht A<fl/lt« +Hy^At«ft 
+ HjA0#tf) + H,f?Z.a*«>$Qtf A«> +H»PlZ.tfs/nQtA,#) 
^-(aYP2ZoQ
4)cosQt 
The coefficients of the nonlinear terms Gx through Gis and Hj through H 1 0 
are listed in Appendix B. All of these coefficients are dependent upon 
the liquid height H and the tank radius a. The values X and Y are 
defined as X = ^(tanhXxH) and Y = X2(tanhX2H). <of = XxgCtanh^H) and 
10a = X2g(tanhX2H) are the square of the first and second linearized 
axisymmetric natural frequencies of the liquid in a rigid container. 
The values of Xj.a and X2a are defined by equation (38) • Furthermore, 
__ (0.001Q06)a3(p9H+ph) (llk) 





Pi and P2 depend upon liquid density, liquid height, plate density, 
plate thickness, and its elastic property. 
With increasing plate rigidity, D, the values of Px and P2 approach 
zero. Then equations (112) and (113) coincide with the equations of mo-
tion for the case of a container with a rigid bottom. In the case of a 
tank with an elastic bottom, the nonhomogeneous terms in equations (112) 
and (113) become more significant for the larger tank diameters. 
If equations (112) and (113) are linearized, they yield 




These represent two uncoupled nonhomogeneous Mathieu equations. 
In the following analysis, the coupled one-half subharmonic and harmonic 
motions will be investigated. 
> 
One-half Subharmonic Response. According to the theory of the 
Mathieu equation and experimental observation, the first approximation 
of the coupled equations,!(112) and (113)> is written as 
Ai-(t) = I sin jfit + C sin iQt 
Aa(t> = Y cosOt 
where § is assumed to be of first order, while Q and Y are of second order. 




after some manipulation and truncation up to third order, the.equation of 
the response function is given by 
N3 T + Ni I = 0 (119) 
where 
Nx = 4 -r2+2(|i)a)ff2+(4S(J-(S(Tu)i?Z0^r
4 
(120) 
+ y-r, [ 8P,ft(aY) ztf{$)?*+f6P2(aY) 1M 
No = ^ H H ^ f ^ + ^ - ^ f 2 (121) 




'6)?^2l (i-fl?*)[i-4(^)F*l v [i-4(gjr] 
• ) 
and 
% - [-2(f)tofrJ + (56
:
ll-/^1Jf?Z.",
2f4] T f fJ (122) 





s [T^(^-5H,)(i)r2-(-i-ff4 + 2^-e,-2ff,(f)^) (123) 
(3H2-5H3)(|)r
4] 2 ( f K r ' - [ « ( f K ( $ + (Aft 
* -._ 
+4G„)f?£tf - 8<J2p2(aY)ZX(̂ -)]r
4+ [(165, 










Z«\, .2-4 r /s / Zox 2/(jf 
•i?Z„^-8eJR(<zYjZ„6jf(^)]F







- ,Z + lT^(^(f)^-i^-2Ge-G,Xf)]ir+[-iG3 
•^(i^+i^'f^f)^)?']^ 
The solution of equation (119) is either 
= 0 
or 
e - - NL N3 
(127) 
After 5 is obtained, then Y and £ may be determined from equations 
(125) and (126). 
The second approximate solution for the above coupled nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations, (112) and (113)> may be written as 
Ai (t) = I cos igOt + C cos «8Qt 
A2(t) = Y cosftt 
(128) 
(129) 
giving finally the equation of the response function 
Nsf3 '+ NiS = 0 (130) 
where 
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( l -r -2(p^fl-(4Gtl-8aJP, Zorfr* 
- r ^'2ASRa2(aY)Z0af,(^)fU /6Pt(aY) 
v ^(..ijr J 
(131) 
k6> 2 
,2 Zo\ , .2 \z.6' • z.«f(g)(<?rH -**-2«.( f X ) n 
{H+[-2^( fw+±'(e. - j<w 2 + j ^ p j 
(H2+H3)[K(|Vr
2-(i^+^-1^ + ̂ (7;^) 
w J (|-iO[i-4(Jr] (v[i-4$n 
(132) 
[ 2 ( f ' K f 2 - ( 5 ^ - ^ ) ^ 4 ) f r 4 ] ^ + [ ( ^ H } , (133) 




<]{-2(^f.r i + [5 ( f> f ( | ) 
(134) 
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-[(/6Gl, + 8G„)Pl-(4& + '
6Gs+8G<l+8GAy)e>D 
Furthermore, 
7 = i^?]{'" l6Pj(aY)ZX#r+l2^+^) (135) 
+ 4G,*)P{lM- 8G,PAaY)Zotf(£)]?
t-[(/6a„+8G,,)Pl-(4G<, 
+/6G, + 8G, +8MyM)Z(aY)]lA$)?a) f] 
and 
(i - T r y i » 
•+ (-8,(^-}ft-^^)?'] 5 T + H"** + (̂ K 
The response function is either 
§ = 0 
5h 
or 
r = - J . • - (137) 
The values of Y and Q may be obtained from equations (135) and 
(136) by introducing the value for §• 
Harmonic Response. For the harmonic response, an approximate so-
lution of equations (112) and (113) may be written as 
Ai(t) = f cosQt + Y (138) 
A2(t) = 1 cos2ftt (139) 
where we assume £ is to be of first order, and Y and £ are of second order. 
By substituting these solutions into equations (112) and (113) and 
neglecting terms of higher than third order, the equation for the response 
function is obtained., Thus, 
M3?3 + Mb!2 + MXI + Mo = 0 (ll+O) 
where 
HB * {Cl-fii-O + l i ^ - T f i r - f i i ^ - f <?,) + ̂ <Ta(H; <
lUl> 
•+H3) - (3 G3 - 4 <??)($] r
2+ [-£-&,(<*-&) + (- G. +3G7 
-6(?,(Ji+4(J,S,-|(HJ + HJXiff< t25 rS,))(|) + (-f 
(ip+(-JG<H> ' TH.«*-<5,)+ i -GsH,+(-•jre.H.-^Hj 
+ ftfGJ-3<5f)(|)(^V+((J1,(f+i-(J(Hl)-|(?,H( 
(fi,.-ft,)—|-fisC<J«-<Si,))f?Z.(|s) ]̂r'+rJrfi-,H,(fi4 
- Sr) - T & H , (e„ -:ao+(-§-£..& (H ,+H 3 )+£eA 





2]r*+[(-4&( + 2|?<?1 1((J J-ft)+2(50(|
? j^ + (<5(,(?, 
) 




M, s i l-l l + 4.f-^lr2+r/1/J^Ll L/Z.^.^1^ (1̂ 3) 








v = 7 ^ s- — i - l ; r Z T r U 6i ( 1^ ) 
{l+I[-'?1(yKr
2l + f [K+(K-^)r2]}14 
•(y>fr2ff + [i(|iKr2+i-((Jli-(5-11)f>Z^r*]I-[^, 
+ |(^-ft)ni2 + f(fWr2r} 
If the tank bottom is rigid, then Mo = 0 and then equation (l^O) 
yields 
I [Nbol2 + Nfeof +.Mi0] = 0 (1U7) 
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and exhibits the form of the equation for the response of the liquid sys-
tem with a rigid bottom. The values M10, MQO>
 an(* ̂ o a^e obtained from 
the above expressions (l^l) through (1^3) by setting ?i - 0. The solution 
of this equation is either 
1=0 
or 
HBOI2 + 4 of + M10 = 0, (148) 
The difference of the response of the liquid in a container with a 
rigid bottom or an elastic bottom may be summarized in the following way. 
In the case of a rigid bottom, the response is either zero (plane free 
surface) or.it exhibits a finite amplitude. In the case of a container 
with an elastic bottom, however, a finite amplitude response is always 
present. After the value § has been obtained from equation (1^0), the 
expressions for Q and Y may be determined from equations (1^5) and (146). 
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CHAPTER V 
FREE SURFACE ELEVATION, FORCES AND MOMENTS 
Liquid Free Surface 
For a given value of the forcing frequency 0 and the excitation 
amplitude Z0, the free surface amplitude for an axisymmetric case can be 
approximately calculated from the following expressions. 
One-half Subharmonic Response 
Uncoupled Mode. 
T] = ax^JoUxr) = a Ax(t)^(^r) (1^9) 
= (a | sir. jOt)j0(\ir) 
where a is the tank radius and § is the response amplitude which was 
obtained from equation (88). 
Coupled Modes. 
71 = ai(t)Jo-Uir) + a*(t)J0(\2r) (150) 
= a(§ sin jOt + £ sin f^t)Jo(^ir) 
+ a(Y cosOt)J0(\2r) 
where a is the tank radius, §, y, and £ are the amplitudes which were 
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obtained from equations (119)> (125), and (126). 
In the case of a one-half subharmonic response, the second set of 
solutions for both uncoupled and coupled motion correspond to unstable 
motions which were not observed in the experiments. 
Harmonic Response 
The approximation for the elevation of the liquid free surface for 
harmonic liquid motions for both uncoupled and coupled motion can be ex-
pressed as follows. 
Uncoupled Mode. 
Tl = a(Y + I cosfltOJoUir) (151) 
where a is the tank radius, § and Y are the amplitudes which were ob-
tained from equations (93) and (98). 
Coupled Mode. 
7] = a(f cosOt + Y)J0Uir) (152) 
+ a("C cos2Qt)j0(\2r) 
where a is the tank radius, §, £, and y are the amplitudes which were 
obtained from equations (1^0), (1^5), and (lk6). 
An approximate expression for the deflection of the elastic bottom 
w(r,t) can also be obtained from equation (71) for coupled or uncoupled 
liquid motion as 
6o 
w(r,t) = - 1 [-ff(a2-r'/ + -̂ rCJCfVWCVO) 
f/0 
A* 
where q0(t), <li(t)j and ̂ (t) are defined in equations (68), (69), and 
(70). For their determination, one needs the terms A1(t) and Ag(t) which 
are obtained from equation (8l) for uncoupled and from equations (112) 
and (113) for the coupled liquid motion. It should be pointed out here 
that, in order to get approximate expressions for 3x(t) - c*i(t) and 
Ps("k) " Qfe(t)-fronL equation (72), the assumption has been made that the 
difference between |3 (t) and a (t) for each n is a small value such that 
all higher order terms on the left hand side of equation (72) may be 
neglected. A more accurate expression could be obtained for (3 (t) - a (t) 
from equation (72) by employing an iteration procedure, i.e., using the 
results which have been obtained in the analysis as a first approximation. 
Substituting these results of a (t) and |3 (t) (which are consequently in 
terms of a (t)) into the left hand side of equation (72) and retaining 
higher order terms, we obtain a more accurate expression for P (t) -
a (t). 
nN 
In general, the difference between (3 (t) and a (t) is of a small 
magnitude only if the ratio of liquid height H to the radius a is greater 
H 
than 1 (— ^ l), or if the container bottom is of moderate thickness, for 
a 
example, .- ̂  -£-r . For -, ^ i , the value of Px(t) - a2(t) - 10"
3 or 
a ^uu a 
less for different bottom thicknesses. For the case of a rigid bottom, 
P (t) is equal to a (t). 
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Forces and Moments 
Since the forces and moments exerted by the liquid motion play an 
important role in the overall stability behavior of the space vehicle, 
therefore, the components in the x, y, z directions shall be presented. 
The pressure distribution is given by Bernoulli's unsteady flow 
equation as 
P = - Po[ff + (g+Z(t))z + |(v*)s] (153) 
The velocity potential $ from equation (13) is substituted into 
equation (153) to obtain 
f • • £L 2, , vr • , COShXmn'fr 
p - -J! ^ ) H ^ ) + Z Z ( ^ ^ H ) ^ t f ) 5 / ^ ^ H - (154) 
^Jt^^J^^asTne^f.Zw)} 
I <9Q CO « > oO 
+ T Z L T I Z ( ^ / ^ ^ ^ H ) ( ^ / » ^ H ) [ X ^ A P / ( ^ ^ ) 
COSh\n>n} , /> _ SfnhKmnd" \ / i , , . COsh\f%} „ . 
* ^ r + ^ z*^)^35*£r+^ 
^jj**) XMJtiwa**""** +7'^ 
•^-^SSUH





J_. JA*™r)JP(Anr)Cosmecasf>e] + fde.tt) 
oo oo 
+ oU0 Z Z ^(J/«AA*,H)(o4„,<0 | ^ H 
/ilsO flxl 
+fl"® S£s? } J-fr~r>«™} 
If e is a unit vector outward normal to the tank walls and e is 
n q 
a Unit vector in the direction for which the liquid force is required, 
then 
= L p v e dS 1 (155) 
where the integration is performed over the wetted surface. 
For the circular cylindrical container, the forces acting on the 





T i l n p Iwall 
ap 
o J - H r^a 
cos0 
s in6 d8dz (156) 
The force in the z direction is due to the pressure distribution 
on the tank bottom and is obtained from 
-n p rd8dr o o 'z=-H (157) 
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The liquid moment about axes parallel to the x, y, z axes and 
through the point (0, 0, -&H) are ; 
M 
x 










M = 0. 
z (159) 
An approximation of the forces and moments is obtained by using 
the linearized Bernoulli equation. The fluid forces and moments are then 
Fx= ^(7ra2)Z C^^H)^j{A„W-^n -cl,nct) (160) 
r *, «. Sinh^llr-a '1 CW^glr-aVl T , , , 
F = 0, (161) 
Fz=" (£7ta2H)(? + Zrt>) , (162) 
M x = 0 , (163) 
and 
6k 
V= Um) tM\nO)\ d ^ 4 r (| -C03hK,nH) + £ (£ ) (164) 
/ , - ! • " n 
SlnhKvM] + 4.«6(/<W^H)[,55«"A*«iH -y(^)(l+^M„H) 
] J + (£Tua2X^;uH){4p^*.nH -̂ lpotfK»Hj(£).£(A»<0. 
The forces and moments due to the liquid motion, which have been 
derived as shown in equations (l6o) through (l64), can be expressed as 
free surface displacements a (t) by using the dynamical condition of the 
liquid free surface and the relations for P (t) and a (t) which were 
derived in equation (36) by considering the motion of the elastic bottom 
associated with its kinematic condition. It is from equations (23) and 
(36). 
*mn(t) + <S+Z(t)) V W = ° (l65) 
where the nonlinear terms have been neglected. 
U*) - v<*' • W*) (l66) 
where 6 (t) are functions of the excitation parameters and the elastic 
property of the tank bottom. With Z(t) = Z0 cosOt and A (t) = , thus 
mn a 
o^Ct) - - (g - Zo^cosQt) Amn(t)a (167) 
and 
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^ n ( t ) - %(*» + *mn(t) = " (* " Zo^cosOt) A j ^ a + ^ ( t ) (l68) 
are obtained. 
It should be pointed out that Qbo(t) and P o o W are third order 
terms, which can be obtained from the dynamical and kinematic conditions 
of the liquid free surface in terms of a (t), 0 (t), and a (t) and 
their derivatives. If the values of a (t), a (t), and P__(t) are de-
termined, then a00(t) and P0o(t) may be obtained. Therefore the forces 
and moments of the liquid motion can be obtained by inserting the liquid 
surface response A (t) into the expressions of the forces and moments 
(equations (l6o) through (l6k)). 
In the overall stability analysis of a space vehicle, it is ad-
vantageous to provide an equivalent mechanical model which would describe 
the liquid motion. For the case of a longitudinally excited, circular 
cylindrical container with rigid walls and bottom, an equivalent non-
r 221 
linear mechanical model has been derived. This model may be modi-




DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
For the numerical evaluation of the analytical results, it has 
been restricted mainly to a container 400 inches in diameter with an 
elastic bottom of thickness h = 0.195 inch. The container is filled 
with liquid to a height of H = 2.0a or 0.2a. The responses have been 
determined for various excitation amplitudes Z0 (Z0 = 0.001a, 0.005a, 
0.01a). In each case the uncoupled one-half subharmonic and harmonic 
responses as well as the coupled one-half subharmonic and harmonic re-
sponses have been determined. These results correspond to one of the 
booster tanks of the Saturn V space vehicle. To show the difference of 
the response of the lic[uid in a container with rigid bottom (D ~* °°), 
the above cases for such a container have been obtained also and are 
represented in the figures as dotted lines. Thus the influence of the 
elasticity of the container bottom can be lucidly demonstrated. In 
addition, for the comparison of the influence of the various bottom thick-
nesses upon the liquid responses, tne numerical calculation for a con-
tainer 400 inches in diameter with a bottom thickness of one inch have 
also been carried out. 
To compare the calculated results with experimental and other 
available analytical results for a rigid bottom, ' the radius of the 
container is chosen to be a = 2.86 inches. The liquid heights are 
H = 2a or 0.5a, and the excitation amplitudes are Z0 = 0.00903a, 0.00451a. 
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In the numerical evaluation of this case, it has been restricted 
to the axisymmetric response. All response curves represent the surface 
elevation T| versus the ratio of the forcing frequency fO (for one-half 
subharmonic response) or CI (for harmonic response) to the fundamental 
natural circular linearized frequency of the liquid uii. 
One-half Subharmonic Response 
The mean liquid amplitudes 71 for the axisymmetric case are calcu-
lated from 
^ = i{|?(r=o^-f)|+|Kr=o(-f=^)|J (l69) 
where T] is given in equations (1^9) and (150) for uncoupled and coupled 
modes, respectively. 
In all of the numerical examples, the liquid is water and the 
elastic bottom is aluminum. A schematic representation of the one-half 
subharmonic response of the liquid is shown in Figure 3» For a given 
excitation amplitude Z0, the upper curve corresponds to the first solu-
tion of the liquid response which is the stable solution and can be ob-
served from the experiment. The responses of the liquid in a container 
of ^00 inches diameter with various liquid heights, bottom thicknesses, 
and excitation amplitudes are shown in Figures k through 9 for both un-
coupled and coupled (coupled modes) liquid motions. The solid lines 
express the liquid responses in a container with elastic bottom, while 
the dotted lines represent the responses of liquid in a container with 
rigid bottom. There are two response curves for a given excitation 
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amplitude Z0, one corresponds to the stable solution and the other to the 
unstable solution. The stable liquid response is obtained by substituting 
either equation (1^9) or equation (150) into equation (168) for uncoupled 
or coupled liquid motion, respectively. For a given excitation amplitude 
Z0, the range of the unstable plane surface of the liquid in a container 
with the elastic bottom decreases somewhat in comparison with the case of 
a rigid bottom (for example, see Figure k). Furthermore, for a given 
liquid height, say — = 2, the influence of the elastic bottom upon the 
a 
range of the unstable plane surface and the liquid response are greater 
as the thickness of the bottom decreases. This may be seen from Figures 
k and 5. With the tank diameter ^00 inches and the bottom thickness one 
inch, for example, the difference of the liquid response between the cases 
of the elastic bottom and the rigid bottom is almost negligible. But 
for the same tank diameter with a different bottom thickness, say 0.195 
inch, the influence of the elastic bottom upon both the liquid response 
and the range of the unstable plane surface is more significant when we 
compare it with the case of the rigid bottom (see Figure k). In general, 
for the ratio of the tank bottom thickness to the tank radius - ^ 7̂ 7: . 
a 200 ' 
H 
and the ratio of the liquid height to the tank radius - ^ 1 , the in-
a 
fluence of the elastic: bottom upon both the liquid response and the range 
of the unstable plane surface is not large. With the same tank diameter, 
Z 
excitation amplitude, and bottom thickness (say a = 200 inches, -°- = 0.005, 
a 
K = 1 inch), the elastic effect is more significant as the liquid height 
H is decreased. This can be seen from Figures 5 and 6. The excitation 
amplitude Z0 is also a factor which affects the liquid response as well 
as the range of the unstable plane surface. In general, the stable 
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response of a liquid in a container with an elastic bottom is smaller than 
that of the rigid bottom. Finally, it should be pointed out that the re-
sponses for both uncoupled and coupled liquid motion exhibit softer non-
r?YI 
linear characteristics, the coupled motion is softer than the uncoupled 
H 
liquid motion. But with the parameter — decreasing to a certain number, 
a 
H 
say — = 0.2, the response of the coupled liquid motion exhibits hard 
a 
nonlinear characteristics (see Figure 9)• 
Harmonic Response 
The harmonic response means that the period of the response of the 
liquid motion is exactly the same as the period of the tank excitation; 
The harmonic response has been observed experimentally. However, the 
liquid amplitude was found to be smaller than that of the one-half sub-
harmonic liquid motion. In comparison with experimental results (for the 
case of rigid bottom), it was found that the theoretical prediction of 
the range of the unstable plane surface is much smaller than that observed 
experimentally. Furthermore, the theoretical prediction of the liquid 
response is much larger than that obtained from .experimental work. 
The harmonic response of the liquid in a container with an elastic 
bottom is quite interesting. Because of the fact that the nonhomogeneous 
term with harmonic excitation appears on the right hand side of equation 
(8l) for the uncoupled liquid motion, an approximate steady solution of 
equation (8l) may be obtained as shown in equation (92). Similarly, be-
cause the nonhomogeneous terms with harmonic excitation appear on the 
right hand sides of equations (112) and (113) for the coupled liquid mo-
tion, an approximate steady solution may also be obtained as shown in 
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equations (128) and (129J. 
The mean liquid amplitudes T| for the axisymmetric case were cal-
culated from 
n*-.*{|?(r-o,0*-o)| + |f(r-o,Q<-rc)|} (170) 
where T] is given in equations (151) and (152) for uncoupled and coupled 
modes, respectively. 
The harmonic responses of the liquid in a container of ̂ 00 inches 
diameter with various liquid heights, bottom thicknesses, and excitation 
amplitudes are shown in Figures 10 through 15 for both uncoupled and 
coupled liquid motions. The solid lines represent the responses of the 
liquid in a container with an elastic bottom. The dotted lines represent 
the responses of the liquid in a container with a rigid bottom. In the 
case of ah elastic bottom, it can be seen that the amplitudes of the har-
monic liquid motion always exist throughout the forcing frequency range 
(for example, see Figure 10) even though the liquid response might be a 
small value only in some range. This means, in the case of the elastic 
bottom, that there is no plane surface in the range of forcing frequency 
at all in contrast to the one-half subharmonic response in which a plane 
surface exists in certain ranges of the forcing frequencies (see Figure 3) 
H 
For a given liquid height (say — = 2.0), the influence of the 
a 
elastic bottom upon the liquid response is more significant when the 
thickness of the bottom decreases (for example, when h = O.I95 inch 
and h = 1 inch, see Figures 10 and 11). For a given tank diameter with 
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the same bottom thickness and the excitation amplitude Z0, the elastic 
effect upon the liquid response is more obvious as the liquid height de-
TT 
creases (for example, when - = 2, and 0.2, see Figures 11 and 12). The 
a 
excitation amplitude is also a factor which affects the liquid response. 
Both uncoupled and coupled harmonic responses are exhibiting softer non-
linear characteristics. The coupled motion is softer than the uncoupled 
liquid motion. In general, the harmonic response is smaller than the one-
half subharmonic response (by comparison of Figures 10 through 15 with 
Figures k through 9)• 
Figures 16 through 23 show the,one-half subharmonic and harmonic 
responses of the liquid in a container of 2.86 inches diameter with both 
rigid bottom and elastic bottom thickness of h = 0.003 inch. The liquid 
H 
heights are chosen as — = 2.0 or 0.51while the excitation amplitudes are 
a 
r? 
-°- = 0.00^51 and 0.00903- The experimental data are for the response of a 
the liquid in a container with a rigid bottom. For the case of the one-
half subharmonic response, the coupled liquid motion gives a good com-
parison with the experimental results for small T] . 
In summary, the liquid surface response in a circular cylindrical 
container when subjected to a longitudinal excitation is very complex in 
general. In the lower range of frequencies, it was found experimentally 
that the first antixymmetric and axisymmetric modes could be somewhat 
isolated. From the design of the space vehicle point of view, the liquid 
motion in the lower frequency range is more important. Therefore, in this 
dissertation, it has been restricted to the analysis of the limit of the 
lower frequency range. A third order theory was presented in order to 
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minimize the difficulties in the computation. More accurate results could 
be obtained by extending the analysis up to the fifth or higher orders. 
With the consideration of the effect of the elastic bottom, first, the 
liquid motion was considered to be composed of one primary mode only 
(first axisymmetric mode) and no coupling was allowed; second, the analy-
sis has been extended to the coupled liquid motion in which the first 
axisymmetric mode was considered as a primary mode, while the second 
axisymmetric mode was assumed to be a secondary mode. Both one-half sub-
harmonic and harmonic liquid responses were investigated in more detail 
with respect to the uncoupled as well as the coupled liquid motions. 
Finally, it is recommended that the same analysis be used to inves-
tigate the liquid motion of the antisymmetric modes. Additional experi-
mental data for the case of the elastic bottom are needed in order to 
compare with theoretical results. 
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The Hill equation may be written as 
j4+ (& - 2e*(t))f = 0 (A-l) 
dt 
where 6 and e are parameters, i|r-(t) is a periodic function with period T. 
If we take \|f(t) = cos t in (A-l), the result is a special case of 
Hill's equation called the Mathieu equation: 
rl2f 
^ 4 + (6 - 2e cos t)f = 0 (A-2) 
dt 
Any solution of the Mathieu equation will be known as a Mathieu 
function. Depending on the parameters e and 6 the solution of the equa-
tion will be bounded or unbounded. In the parameter plane of e and 6, 
the regions of unboundedly increasing solutions are separated from the 
region of stability by the periodic solution with period 2TT and 4TT. The 
curves denoted by a. and b., as shown in Figure 2k, are given bjr J 
e e 
ai : 6 = i + e - i - - ^ - + 0(e
4) 
bi : 6 = J - c - - f + T+0(e4) 
a* : 6 = 1 + ̂ il + 0(e4) 
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e2 
b2 : 6 = 1 - -y + 0(e
4) 
ag . 6 = 4 + 4 ^ + 4e3 + 0(e4) 
b3 : 6 = | + ie
2 - 4e3 + 0(e4) 






bn : 5 = ̂  + (fe)+°(e4)-, 
The curves of a and b with the same subscript number bound the 
n n r 
region of instability, i.e., the cross-hatched regions as shown in Fig-
ure 2k. The curves of b and a +1 for n=l, 2, 3 ... bound the region of 
stability. Since 6 is always positive in this analysis, only the first 
quadrant of the parameter plane is shown in the figure. When e=0, the 
curves of a and b coincide at the points 6=Jn2 for n=l, 2, 3, ... along 
the 6-axis. The regions of instability are denoted by Roman numerals with 
the number of the region increasing as 6 increases. 
. Some properties of the Mathieu function can be summarized as 
follows. 
(l) For values of the parameters which correspond to points on 
the curves with odd subscripts, the Mathieu function is a periodic func-
tion with the period of UTT, i.e., twice that of the forcing function. 
The form of the Mathieu function is given by 
f = £ (A^ cos ikt + Bfc sin ikt) (A-3) 
k=l,3,B,-«-
96 
Here k is an odd number, iL and B are constants. 
(2) For values of the parameters which correspond to points on 
the curves with even subscripts, the Mathieu function is a periodic func-
tion with the period, of 2rr. The form of the Mathieu function is given by 
CO 
f = Ao + £ (\ cos £kt + Bfc sin §kt) (A-U) 
k=2,4,s,»-. 
with A0, A^, and B as constants, and k as an even number. 
(3) For values of the parameters which correspond to points in 
the regions of instability with odd numbers, i.e., the regions bound by 
curves with odd subscripts, the Mathieu function grows exponentially. 
The form of the Mathieu function is given by 
00 
f = e ^ t ) = e°* £ (\ cos fet + Bk sin fet) (A-5) 
k=l,3, 6, • • • 
where a is a constant, 0 < a < 1, and $(t) is a periodic function with 
the period of ^TT. If the unstable point lies in the m region, the domi-
nating term is A cos 4mt + B sin Jmt. 
m m c 
(h) For values of the parameters which correspond to points in the 
regions of instability with even numbers, i.e., the regions bound by 
curves with even subscripts. The form of the Mathieu function is given by 
f = eC^t$(t) = e0* 2, ' (Afc'cos fct + B^'sin fet)(A-6) 
k = 0,2, 4, • • • 
where §(t) is a periodic function with the period of 2TT. If the unstable 
point lies in the m region, the dominating term is A cos ̂ mt + B sin ̂ mt. 
— Unstable region 
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For the sake of clarity, various relationships which have been 
represented in the previous chapters will be tabulated in this appendix. 
1. Uncoupled Motion (equation (8l)) 
X = ̂  taring H 
Q. --£<££} (aXj 
'^-W-W1 
ftB_ (Ca'Hfta)
 + ^7^3) +2(C^3) 
^ . ( ^ ) . (M
3) ̂ ^^(^a) 
Q, = (Cia
2) - (Eja)(aX) 
Qe = - (Cia
s) - 2(Eaaa) 
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aB 
61 ( t ) « TTT 
sinhXiH) "̂' (°*0019°6)(poH+ph) Z ( t ) } 
where 
cx = - (0,17617^7)xf 
c 4 = - (0,0689751)x?x 
Ex = (0.-3522803)X 
E2 = (0.176l402)X
2 + 0.0880528xf 
Es = 0.2069^99Xf 
•E7 = 0 . 5 5 1 8 7 4 6 Xfx 
2. Coupled Motion (equations (112) and (113)) 
X = XitankiXxH 
Y = X3tanhX2H 
n ^(Cva3) 2(lhaa) 
J _ 2(0^^1 
- - (S is !}" + ( 3 ^ % U(Cia"Kn.a»V - g(g.a»MD,a») . 2 ( 0 ^ 
^ \ aX / + V aY / (aX)(ar) (ax7 
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^ a X ) (aX) 
(Bia)_.!Cjgi:'2{a«Zl 
irT 
(W - Iggl 
(^a8).. . (CAa
a) + (Ct.aa)(Eia) + (D l a
a ) (^a) - 2(^a a ) (E 3 a) 
(aX) (ax; 
3 \ 2 2(C,a»Kn.a») - (CUa»»D,a») (fea3) 
(aX)(aY) (aY)3 
W + (E*a) 
(C«<) + (C a a





3) + 2(C<,a3) faa'Kfra) 
( a X ) ( a Y ) 
, 2(Cga
3UD1a
a) - 2(C,aaHD,aa) - 2(D,a3)(K,a3) + (D,a3)(E.aa) 
(aX)(aY) 
- [ ( C l a
a ) - ( E 1 a ) ( a X ) + 2 ^ a




. 2(Clf) . 2(fta3) 
(aX) (aY) 













(aX)3 " ,(aX)(aY) 
^-^•w-w 
^ (aX) + (aX) + (aY) 









Hg - ' (Dia 8 ) + (Fia)(aY) 
H i o a 2 i F W ^ a Y l + ( D i a S ) 
JSJ 
6 l l t ; D ( s i n h X i H ) Z W 
M t ) « . (0.0001^)a
5(PnH+Ph) - ( t ) 
°3 W D(sinh\2H)
 Z W 
where 





D2 = " 
Db = " 
D4 = -
0.266l4o4)Xf + (0.2U36875)X!X2 
0.266lkOk)\s + (0.2i+36875)XiX2 
0.0689751)xfx 
0.803^958)xf 
0.30l96^9)\f + (0.082^586)X1X2 
0.30196^9)X| + (0.082^586)XiX2 
0.1578072)xfx 
Ex = (0.3522803)X 
E2 = (0.1761^02)X
2 + (0.0880528)Xf 
E3 = (0.266l4o4)X 
E4 = (0.266l404)Y 
EB = (0.266l4o4)XY + (0.2436875)X!X2 
Ee = (O.2069499)Xf 
E, = (0.55l8746)XfX 
Fi = (O.U793192)X 
F2 = (0.2396596)X
2 - (0.l620883)\f 
F3 = (0.i+793l92)x 
F4 = (0.30l96^9)y 
Fe = (O.30196U9)XY + (0.082^586) X^g 
F 6 = 0.1578072)\? 
F7 = (0.29708U3)\?X 
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APPENDIX C 
LONGITUDINALLY EXCITED PINNED-END BEAM WITH ITS 
INITIAL CURVATURE 
Let a beam of length I having an initial curvature w0(x) be 
subjected to a parametric excitation of the form P0 + P cosOt (Figure 25, 
page 97)• We assume that the beam is restricted to oscillate in the first 
mode and that the dynamic deflection and initial curvature are given by 
w(x,t) = f(t) sin Jj (C-l) 
and 
w0(x) = f0 sin ~ (C-2) 
where w(x,t) is the dynamic deflection measured from the curved axis of 
the beam. The time function f(t) is found from 
f + ou2(l - 2M- cosQt)f + of3 + 2Kf(ff + f 2 ) = ~ £ ° - (P0+P cosQt)(C-3) 
E 
P„ and uJ3 denote the Euler buckling load and natural frequency of the 
first mode, respectively, i.e., 
105 
where m is the mass per unit length. The parameters in the differen-
tial equation are 




of3 is the nonlinear elasticity term and 2Kf(ff + f2) is the nonlinear 
inertia term. The procedures for determining the constants a and K 
r 251 
are discussed by Bolotin. 
The differential equation (C-3) with nonhomogeneous term is very 
similar to the nonlinear equation of motion for the uncoupled liquid os-
cillations in a container with an elastic bottom. This similarity was of 
considerable value to the problem which we have investigated, since the 
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